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COMING HOME
The 401 Exit 232 overpass at Woodstock, Ontario was the site where legendary London
painter Jack Chambers (1931–1978) took the westward-facing reference photographs that
he used to create the painting 401 Towards London No. 1 (1968–69), which now resides
in the collection of the Art Gallery of Ontario. Chambers’ now iconic image changes
perceptions from the emblematic Canadian Group of Seven landscapes into a more
contemporary notion of moving through the landscape.
Fifty years later, this 401 overpass is being replaced and moved slightly westward. As
a means to mark this connection, artist Gary Spearin has embarked on a project which
includes the placement of a commemorative bronze plaque in close proximity to the
location where Chambers took the original study photographs, along with the creation of
a series of new works based on Spearin’s own personal engagement with the construction
of the new bridge. Interdisciplinary in its conceptual approach since the 1980s, Spearin’s
artwork spans media and practices of photography, drawing, painting and video.
Spearin was struck by how much of the landscape is still identifiable in the 50-year-old
painting. The stand of trees located in the middle ground along with industrial buildings
on the right side are still there, albeit the trees are taller, and the buildings have increased
in number and size. The slow rate of change may be a consequence of location and
the speed of development in rural areas. Yet, it should be noted that over the last two
decades Woodstock has begun to develop as a transportation hub, given its location at
the crossroads of Highways 401 and 403. What has changed dramatically is the volume of
vehicles moving in both directions.
Through the support of Ontario’s Ministry of Transportation, Spearin was able to gain
access to the new bridge’s construction site on multiple occasions, each time equipped
with his camera. Like Chambers, who authored the concept 'Perceptual Realism', which
theorized his ideas on regionalism, North American society and the importance of film and
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photography in the role of perspective, Spearin was not interested in just documenting
a specific viewpoint. He was consciously interested in capturing the fleeting effects of
light and took hundreds of images from this unique position. From this source material he
created three distinct works with overlapping imagery, and one painting.
401EXIT232: EAST AND WEST is the montage of images of an endless stream of traffic from
both west and east that graces the front panel of this brochure. Taken from the height of
the overpass, the photos mark the importance of the 401 as the key transportation corridor
across Ontario. A major gateway to the Canadian market, the 401 is a crucial artery for
trade and commerce. Developed in a patchwork system since 1952 as a means to bypass
Toronto, the 401 at times feels that it is bursting at its capacity. This is a very different reality
than the one rendered by Chambers, that of a serene car ride towards his home in London,
punctuated by rolling hills, agricultural lands, wooded lots and the odd cluster of industrial
buildings.
An equally different sentiment is consciously realized in Spearin’s painting 401EXIT232:
Paved Silence. Situated in winter instead of summer, with a marked increase in the number
of vehicles, this work incorporates the half century of change Woodstock has undergone.
The relatively new hospital looms large on the hill to the right along with increased housing
and industry development along the north side of the highway. In contrast to Chambers’
bucolic scene with the lone concrete mixer truck travelling westward, this painting, with its
fleeting overcast sky, presents the bleaker reality of grey and gritty Ontario winters that grind
by until Spring arrives with all its teasing hope for renewal. The romantic notion of going
out for a nice leisurely drive in the country has been replaced with the tension embedded in
the effort it takes to drive (and survive) the trek along Canada’s busiest highway.
Additionally, Spearin created a series of graphite drawings titled 400series: Highbeam that
were photographed with highly reflective light, then overlaid on close-up photographic
images of light reflections within the automobiles’ chromatically coloured surfaces.
Harkening back to a time when an impressive car colour was a “thing of beauty,” Spearin
had expected to capture a wider palette range and was surprised to observe that today’s
colour trends are either black, white or some version of grey. This overall “weathered”
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experience of contemporary car culture is also present in the reflective graphite drawings
of the colloquial shorthand language used to reference the 400 series of highways. From
the QEW (Queen Elizabeth Way) to the 427, each of these drawings signifies a personal
association with a stretch of roadway. From travelling home to going to a holiday destination
to escaping the gridlock of rush hour in exchange for a modest toll, these numbers are
more than just that; they are unconsciously ingrained in the way we navigate this part of
southern Ontario, carrying with them an importance that can be as elusive as a passing
reflection of light.
From the 400series: Colour Codes photographs, the 17 Ontario 400 series highways’
names are sequenced together into a compelling 30-second video, 400series: DRIVE, which
will run on video monitors on all 20 Destination Ontario ONroute travel information rest
stations along the 400 series of highways from October to December 2018. Straddling the
line between art and advertisement, its projection in these locations outside of Woodstock
further extends the reach of this project. 401EXIT232 is specific to one place, but for those
of us who traverse the 400 highway system on a regular basis for work or travel, the attitude
embedded in Spearin’s video is certainly more universal in its shared connectivity.
According to Spearin, “To acknowledge Chambers’ painting within and at the point of his
original inspiration, and expose its beauty, perspective and knowledge within the drudgery
of everyday commuting, truly commemorates his insight and inspires the daily lives of
highway drivers.” In the distant future, when the Exit 232 bridge needs to be replaced again,
this commemorative plaque will be removed and repositioned in the new construction. As
such, the legacy of Jack Chambers and now Gary Spearin will live on in the connection
with this overpass. One can only wonder how an artist on the eve of the 22nd century will
interpret this specific place and the broader concept of a vital economic corridor. What will
still be identifiable? Perhaps the more imaginative and compelling question is … what will
the 401 become?
Mary Reid, Director/Curator
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EXHIBITED WORKS
All Spearin works: Collection of the Artist. Dimensions in cm height x width.
Cover Image
Gary Spearin, Canadian, b. 1958, 401EXIT232: EAST AND WEST, 2018, digital print on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag Bright
White 308gsm paper mounted on aluminum, 101.6 x 254
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Jack Chambers, Canadian, 1931 – 1978, 401 Towards London No. 1, 1968-1969, oil on plywood,
183 x 244, Art Gallery of Ontario, Gift of Norcen Energy Resources Limited,1986, 86/47, Estate of Jack Chambers
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Gary Spearin, Canadian, b. 1958, 400series: AutoColourGridLock #1 (401, detail), 2018, digital print on Hahnemuhle
Photo Rag Bright White 308gsm paper mounted on aluminum, 81.28 x 101.6
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Gary Spearin, Canadian, b. 1958, 400series: DRIVE, 30 sec.
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Gary Spearin, Canadian, b. 1958, 401EXIT232: Paved Silence, 2018, oil canvas, 60.96 x 60.96
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